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with penal condeqatehsre ;On the contrary,. alterations-are egicit 7recog- No. 9.
nized; 1Marshall p424.1 5 And as there wi- no fraNdalent idtibit,, butja
trifling addition, for which none of the underwriters .bhobse te4 t it,
thought of requiring an additional premium, there icana reasounble grofied,
for holding the insurance as vacated.

The Lords, upon advising the mutual memorials, "alter the inteklocutor of
" the Lord Ordinary; find the letters orderly proceeded in the suspension,
" repel the reasons of redua.on, and assoilzie." This interlocutor waspro-
nounced by the casting vote of the Lord President.,

A reclaiming petition against this interlocutor was, after having been advised,
with answers, refused.

Observed on the Bench :zIt isimateria), ijnthis case, that the vesselwas
cleared out from Jamaica to-Belfast. The-master knewnothing of the subse-
quent alteration of his destination. Thbu'gh the policy was therefore altered,
there was no alteration in the voyage. Ivis clear, thit the smallest; alteration
in the voyage vacates the policy; but there is a wide difference between an
alteration in the voyage and an alterationik the policy. .In the one, case, the
risk is changed, but, in the other, it may remain the same; and it is the.dif-
ference in risk which vacates the policy. c:The case of Laird against Robert-
son was reversed in the House of Lords; because, deifacto, the: voyage was
altered.

But while this was theopinion of the majority of the Judges, several of their
Lordships, nevertheless,held, that there Was here an alteration of the poligy,
by which the risk wasaktinded without the consent of theunderwriter'whith
was sufficient to Viate ithe inanrante.

Lora Ordinary, Herm nd. Act. Max'well lofrison. Agent, D. Thomson, W S.
At. GilliS. Agents, J. -ad T. Pat. ClIA; Pringle

Fac. Coll. No. so. .0

1808. June 14.
CHARLES SELKPAG,'Ttustee on the Sequestrated ,Estate of HAyr.8 ,

against1P1TCAIrN-and S6cbtr, aid other Insuraice Brokers.. -

No. 10.
HAY Svbxtn Was Mir underwriter at the offices of Pitcairn and Scoty&e. The bank.

He accordingly had undetwritten, at *these offices, policiesto a large amaswt, ruptcy of
the insurer,

bf which the risks were undetermined. In this situation: he became, bankrupt, while the risk

14o part of the premiums on these policies had at that time been paid. The is undeter-

brokers, on his binkripie; conceiving these contracts of insurance with hm mnne, edote
to be no longer binding, and wishing'o secure the insured, .made secohi 'n-. insured a
'surances'on the subjects of all these policies. In settling accounts with"'i< right to re-,- I ,-, tain the pre-
Selkrig, who was appointed trustee on the estate of Hay Smith, these brokers mium, or em-
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No. 10.
ploy it in
making a se.
cond insu-
ranc '.

gave Hay Smith credit for all the premiums in the policies above-mentioned
which he had underwritten; but, on the other hand, they placed to his debit
all the premiums which they had paid for the second insurances made on. the
subjects of therfirst policies,-alleging, that, as his bankruptcy rendered the
first insurances void, the insured had a right to retain the premiums, and afor-
tiori to apply them towards making second insurances, in place of the first,
which hAd failed *. Mr. Selkrig refused to admit their claim of retention, de-
manding the full premiums, and offering to let them rank for the loss on the
bankrupt's estate; and he accordingly brought an action against the different
brokers for the premiuris. These actions were conjoined.

The first interlocutor of the Lord Ordinary was,-" Finds it stated by the
"defenders, that upon the bankruptcy of Hay Smith, which happened in the
"year 180 1, they transferred the premiums of undetermined risks standing at
"his credit to the debit of the said Hay Smith, and made second insurances
"upon those risks which had been underwritten by him, placing the premiums
"to his debit : Finds that these re-insurances were either made for behoof of
"Hay Smith's estate, or were double insurances made for behoof of the de-
"fenders, or of the assured, their constituents: Finds that, in the first case,
"the re-insurance was ineffectual, in so far as not made with the concurrence
" of the pursuer, the trustee for Smith's creditors, in terms of the act 19th

Geo. II. ch. 37.-and that, in the second, his estate cannot be affected by
"the expense thereof, which would be to create an undue preference to the

persons insured by Hay Smith, in prejudice of his other creditors: Finds
"that, though by subscription of the policy the underwriter becomes creditor
"to the broker for his premium, yet the broker does not become his creditor
" for any losses, averages, or returns, that may eventually become due ;-so
" that there is no concursus of debit and credit entitling the broker to retain

or apply the premiums in his hands to a second insurance, as in this case :
Repels the defences; finds the defenders liable for the amount of the balances

"due by them, without deduction of the premiums paid, or other expenses
"incurred in consequence of the re-insurances in question; and decerns."

On a representation and answers, the second interlocutor of the Lord Or-
dinary was,-" Having again considered this representation, with the answers
"thereto, and whole process, the Lord Ordinary, however he may have en-
"deavoured to make up his own mind upon this cause, yet considering it as
"of great importance in itself, and involving various points, which have never,
"so far as he observed, been decided in this country,-appoints the process
"uto be enrolled, and recommends to the counsel to consider, whether it

0 In some cases it appears that the second premiums enceeded the first, but yet had been stated
in full in the accounts to the debit of the bankrupt; but this seems to have been an inaccuracy
not ultimately insisted on. The ultimate claim of the defenders seems to have been confined to
retention.

SS'
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'might not have been expedient. that a. case should be made up for the opi- No. 10.
"nion- of English counsel; or of. the committee of underwriters at Idoyd's,
"stating this question,-How fir the creditors of an, undermriter, becoming
"bankrupt during the dependence of a risk,: are -entitled, to. rank upon. the.
"premiums due to him ?-2dly, What is the7 precise nature of re-insurance
"and double insurance respectively, and how far the one description or the
"other applies to -the, second -insuranees, made-in this case; as well as upon,
"any other point of' law, or, mercantile practice, which may ,tend to throw-

"light upon, the merits-of the present question.?
Agreeably to this interlocutor, opinions of English counsel were taken.

These learned gentlemen were all perfectly clear that, by the law of England,
the bankruptcy of the underwriter, while the risk was undeteinined, didanot
entitle-the insured to rettia the-premium, but,,on the cqntmry, thatche mnsts
pay the premium tothe baikiuptr estate. That he iay now, by virtue:of
statute 19th Geo. IL ch.-SS. claim upon the banlkuptaetate, for-the lesswhen
it shall, be ascertained, as if it had taken place upow the bankruptcy, but that
even before (by that statute) he wasntitled to 40 this, the premium still could
not by the law of England be Fretained. One:0fthese6learned gentlemen gave the
reason for thisrule, viz. that the premium ought tabei lpaid before signing the
policy * and, though it be :not paid, is presumed 4toihave been paid, and the
consequences are as if it had been paid- - so that-it-becomes notvw conditional4
but an absolute debti, due to the insured by the broker or the insured.

2dly, They were. equally clear, that, by.the law of England, the brokers or
insured in :this. case, -coul4 not.legally make a rdnsurance, that being prohibited
by statute 19th Geo. II. ch. 37. except to the insurer. or his creditors. But
farther, that the second insurances made here were not re-ins-urances but double
insurances, which were good; but -by which the fitst insurer, Hay Smith and
his creditors, could'-not be in any. way affiected

On, advisihg these opinions, the- Lord Ordinary finally adhered to his iiter-
locutor above mentioned.

The cause came before the Inner House on petition and answers.
Argument for the defenders.
The opinions of the English counsel, it is admitted, do show that, on the

whole of this question, an English Court would decide against the defenders.
But this decision would rest riot upon the peculiar rul§ of the law-of insurance,
but upon general rules in the law of England, formiig ne -necessary part of
the law of insurance, and diametrically opposite to the -general rules of our law-.
It is a general rule of our 1gw, that in a mutual contract, a party cannot demand
implement of the obligation de presenti of the other party, if it appears that he
would not be able to implement his own counter obligation defuturo; and this
rule equally affects those who, by bankruptcy, come to take the place of-either
of the parties, They take the right and obligation -of- the- mutual- contract to.
gether, and cannot enforce the one while they leave the other not to be per-
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No. 10. formed. Whenever it appears that the obligation, on the one side cannot be
perfqr4nedj that on the other side becomes void. Such is one of the most ius
poitant rules of our system, and of almost all systems of law except that of
England. In. England, a different general rule obtains. There a party in 4
mutual contract may insist for performance:of the obligation de presenti by the
other party, though it do appear that he will not be able to implement his own
counter obligation de futuro, at least his creditors may take the de presenti
rightAin stick. a mutual contract, and, insist for performance upon it, though

,they leave the counter obligation defwturo to a certainty of non-performance.
The mutual contractor, who is thus forced to implement of his own obligation
de presenti, cannot, 'by the common law of England, even rank upon the bank-
rupt estate 16r the value of his corresponding defuturo right, but must make
his claim when the period of future' pefforaancote .arrives ;against the debtor,
*ho nust then be totally denuded by th commission of bankruptcy. Cullen's
Bankrupt Law, page 85. It required a special statute, ,9 Geo. II. $S. 2. to
provitie a partial remedy to the evilsarisittg from the operadon of this general
rule in cases of insurance. By that statute, the insured, though he must pay

the premium to the creditors of the bankrupt insurer, is indulged with the
privilege of ranking at least enlhe. bankrupt estate for the. anount of the loss,
when it shall be ascertained, instead of 'behg left 'to claim agaisst the deauded
bankrupt. ?Such is, the general rule of the law of England in relation to mutual
contract§ and bankruptcy ; and it is because that rule is a general law in Eng-
land, that of 'course it applies there, in so' far as not modified by statute,: to
cases of insurance is well as all other case0.of mutual contract. It is no part
of the peculiar law of insurance.'

Insurance, in its own nature, is just a mutual contract like other mutual
contracts, and it has shared the same fate that any other particular mutual con-
tract, arising among the general rules of English law, must have done.

In thefir4place, there is nothing in the contract of insurance which makes
the premiun'instantly pass out of the hands of the assured, either de facto or
de Jure.

As to the first, it is admitted' in this case, that defacto the premiums were in
the hands of the insured.

As to the second, the only foundation it ever was supposed to have in the law
of insurance, was from the form of the receipt for the premium, which bears
that it has been paid, though de facto it has not been paid at the time. This
receipt it was supposed extinguished all claim on the part of the insurer against
the insured, to whom an acknowledgment of payment was given. What the
insurer got in payment on giving this receipt, was a new obligatioid to pay the
premium by the froker, to whom alone therefore he had to look for payment.
The broker, on ike other hand, who thus granted his own obligation to the
insurer for behoof of the insured, had a claim on the insured for the value of
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that bligation, that is, 'finthe4nount df thicpreminun andito biha Aon.qthe No. 10.
insuited was bound to pay.

ba this way, the ablightido on the inaured to pay the promiumha4 h o cou-
nection with the obligation of the itisurer to pay for the , because tUlprpr
was due wholly to the broker, not at all to the insured; , d h1g due
wholly to the insured, not at all to the broker. B4jhjs grangefigtf gugh
it once was supposed to be the lawainsuraneeq hameA pq+ iv44 as such
iiithlcrantry, or evjen in Englatsoid

If thil had been strictly 'the J1We.it iq clear that the Isurer pver gold have
been etititled to reyer thwprmainu directly from the insured He must have
looked to the brok4ew aki, thii-ored must always hae paid a ;he brqk-
er. If then the broker became bankrupt, his creditors must have received the
premiums a a debt de -to, lirn by the insured; and the insurer could only
have ranked Qu the broqer'f eatte for the amount of them, as a distinct debt
due by the broker to him. But this is not the rule of the law of England.
See (p 9 9 . infra) opinionof MJ: Wood n Richmond and
Freebair,SthlVNovember '18Q2,No,. &..p 7122...iBy this opinion, aiqd by
that case eediihon t opinionnt hittbe law both of England and Scotland,
that the prekniums are de by the insured, not soly or principally to the
broker, but ta the insurer*; and that if the broker becomes bankrupt, the in-
surer i§ entitled to claimn thei himself, without the intiervention of the broker
at all. There is an end, therefore, of the suppQsed angunent in the contract
of insurage, by whiqh~ the oebligation of the lsse tolpay; the premiums bee.
came bsolte an4 independeat of the counter obligation of the insured to be
vowerable for the kos. This supposed rule of the law of insurane ested
entirely a the i4e of , the premium being due-solely to the broker, and as it
is nt'l due solely to the broker, there is no longer ay foundation in the pecliar
form or law of insurance fQr this rael. It malymensin in England, by virtue
of other geaeral rules of' their law of mutnal ,contraqt atid bankruptcy, but,
there is no reason why we should :adopt these in opposition to our own law of
autual contract and bankruptcy

Accordingly, there is, a series of decisions, finding this part of our law did
hold good in cases of insurance, and that contracts of insurance became whol-
ly void, when, by the bankruptcy of the insurer, hi obligation to answer the
loss could not be performed, and when the inswed declared the bargain at
an end, by making a second insurance on the aame subject,

The insured was not held bound even to wait ti4 the creditors had deter-
mined whether they would undertake the burden of the contract or not. Cre-
ditors of Elliot against Morison and Co. 28th June 1785, No. a1. p, 7118 ,
Keith against Thomson and Son, 3d July 1795, No. 32. p. 7120.

According to the principle established by these cases, the defenders, acting
as agents for the insured in this case, declared the contraict at an end on the
bankrupcy of the insurer Hay Smith, and effected a second insurance on the
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No. 10. samesubject. To this they applied the premiums of the first; and to this they
were entitled to apply them, as the first had become void, and the second was

a legal insurance in all views, whether the frst had been void or not; since
the opinions of the English counsel show that it was not such a re-insurance
as is prohibited by law.

Argument for pursurs:
In' a question depending on a point of mercantile law, the desire of render-

ing the decisions on our law here uniform with those of the Courts of England,
where that law has been souinach longer known, and so much more fully consi-
dered,'has alvays been the paramount principle in.the minds of our Judges.
The opinions of the English counsel, therefore, must be conclusive in the pre-

:sent case.
It is a mistake to say, that these opinions are founded on any general rules

of the laws of England. They are strictly confined to the law of insurance
arising out of the form of that contract, to which form, and not to any gene.
ral rules of English law, they refer. They are demonstrative, therefore, of the
mercantile law of insurance, which is not more the law of England than of
this country. By this mercantile law, the Courts Qf Scotland must be guided
in cases of insurance, though it were ,contrary to our general rules relative to
contracts; but in truth it is not contrary to 'these rules, since it only applies to
contracts of a form quite different from any of those to which these general
rules ever were heldapplicable.

By the contract of insurance, the premium ought-instantly to be paid. But
though de facto it is not paid, yet it is held to be paid. The insurer grants a
receipt for it; and on the policy he is precluded from pleading that it is not
paid. His obligation is rendered absolute; the responsibility 'for the loss has
no dependence on the future payment of the premium. In the same way, his
claim for the premium is rendered absolute, and has no dependence on his re-
speasibility for the loss. It is just as if he had received the money, for which
he granted the receipt, and then lent it back again to the insured. All this
arises from the peculiar form of this transaction, which is quite different from
fhat of a common- mutual contract; and accordingly, to this form, and not to
the general law of England, this rule of the law of insurance is by the English,
counsel ascribed. See opinion of Serjeant 'Marshall particularly.

The law of mutual contract, therefore, has no application to this case. In
it there is no mutual contract now existing. ' The original obligation-to pay
the premium, which was the counter part of the obligation to answer the 'loss,
is extinguished by the receipt; and in its-place is -substituted a new and abso-
lute independent obligation, for a sum to the amount of the original -premiums
for which the receipt was given.

Neither the insured nor insurer, then,, can plead the law of mutual contract.
The -one -cannot refuse to answer the loss, because the premium is not paid,
nor can the other refuse to pay the premium, because the loss will not be an.
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swered. The creditors, therefore, of the insurer are entitled to demand the No. 10.
premiums, without any regard to the future responsibility of their debtor, the
insurer, for the loss.

This rule, it will be observed, does not rest at all upon the intervention of
the: broker, nor isit-rested upon that by Serjeant Marshall; whether the broker
therefore be the only creditor for the premiums to the insured, and the only
debtor for them to the insurer or not, is of no moment to the pursuer's plea.
If there had been no broker in this case at all, if the action had been directly
against, the insured, it would still have been perfectly good.

It is however by no means clear, that by the law of insurance in England,
(and our law of insurance must be the same,) the broker is not the proper and
only debtor to the insurer for the premium. The case quoted in Mr. Wood's
,opinion, and on which that.opinion rests, where, in consequence Pf the -broker',
bankruptcy, an equitable exception seems to have beeniadmitted in favour of
the insured, will by no means go the length of establishing that, in all cases,
even where the broker. is solvent, he is not:the true debtor to the insurer, and
creditor to the insured.

This is the rule that is universally understood tq prevail among mercantile
men, both in England and here.

If such be the rule of law, it must decide this case; for here the defenders
are not the insured but the brokers, who must be bound to pay the premiums
to the insurer or his creditors, without the pretence of a retention for a claim
of responsibility not due to themselves but to the insured.

The second insurancei;s:iffected by the defenders, are ,circumstances, of no
importance at all in this case.; whether they are re-insurances or double i0su-
rances is of no moment.. If the defenders had no right to retain the premiums,
they could have none to apply them to purchase second insurances.

One Judge observed, that the question seemed to resolve into this point,.wbe-
ther the general rules of our law, in relation to niutual contract, sould yield
to those of the law merchant in cases of insurance; that he doubted whether
we should not adhere to our own common law principles:; that the obligation to
make real payment of the premium was plainly a part of the transaction; and,
therefore, the insured,'if tthe insurerbecastle unable to fulfil his part, had, by
the law of Scotland, a strong plea to be free of this counter obligation. The
rest of the Judgesdahooke adopted theargongogf t~bpursiar.

The interlocitor f Court was, "adhere to tb jteylkutor of the Lord
"Ordinary. . .0

The defenders reclaimed against this injterlcuta; but the, Court, (11th
June 1808,) " Adhered."

Lord Ordinar ,-Reinnd Act .d. Gllies: nun Alt. Dav. Cathcart.
R. Ayoun, W. a.nd. Kidi Ageat, &dott,'Clerk.

M. Fac ,Col. No. 2. p. 187.
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* pinion of Mr. Park.

I am of opinion, that, by the law of England, the assignees of an under.
writer, who has become bankrupt, may maintain an action against the broker,
to recover the premiums upon all policies which he procured the underwriter
to effect before his bankruptcy, notwithstanding the risks may be still depend-
ing. The contract is complete between the parties; and though the subsequent
bankruptcy may occasion an inability to discharge the obligations of the under-
writer in part, or perhaps entirely, still the contract is a valid subsisting con-
tract, and the premium belongs to the estate of the underwriter, just as much
as if he had continued solvent, and able to pay every shilling. The remedy of
the assured is pointed out by the statute 19th Geo. II. ch. 32. S 1. which has
authorised the assured, in case the underwriter becomes bankrupt, before a loss
happens, to claim, and after the loss, to prove his debt, just as if the contingency
had taken place before the bankruptcy. But the statute necessarily treats this
as an existing contract; and I am of opinion that it follows, that the premiums
cannot be diverted by the assured or broker into any other channel, such as
effecting new insurances; but must be paid to the estate of the underwriter.

Opinion of Sir V. Gibbs, Baronet.

The assignees of an underwriter, who becomesbankrupt in this country, are
entitled to recover from the broker the premiums on all tle policies which hq
procured to be underwritten by the bankrupt before his bankruptcy, although
the risks may be still depending; and the assured are entitled, by the 19th
Geo. II. C. 32. to make claim under the conpnission; and if a loss shall after-
ward happen, to prove it in like manner as 'they might have done if it had
taken place before the bankruptcy.

Opinion of Mr. Srjeant Marshall.

The premiN, as the word imports, ought regulary to be paid to each un.
derwriter before hei subscribes the policy. Every policy contains an acknow-
ledgment of the receipt of premium, which has the effect of precluding the un-
derwriter, in actions on the policy, from objecting that the premium had not
been paid. The underwriter may however give credit to the insured, or to
his broker, for the premium. Bvt this ipdulgence cannot have the effect of
rendering his right to it contingent, or of making it depend on his own future
solvency. Aliud est enim diem obligationis non venisse, aliud, humanitatis gratia,
tempus indulgeri solutionis. His subscription to the policy gives him a vested
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right to the premium, which can only be divested by the contract becoming No. 10.
void ab initio, or by the risk never having commenced. He has the same right
to demand the premium when the accustomed credit is expired, as he would
have had to retain it, if it had been paid when he subscribed the policy. For
these reasons, I am clearly of opinion that the trustee, in behalf of the credi-
tors of Hay Smith, is entitled to recover from the brokers the amount of the
premiums due to the bankrupt, in respect of the risks which were undeter-
mined at the time of his bankruptcy. A practice nearly similar to that which
the brokers in this case contend for, has prevailed in France; but I have never
been able to learn that it makes a part of the law of insurance in any other
country. In England it is quite unknown.

Opinion of Mr. Wood, in the case ofBertram against Richmond and Freebairn's Trus-
tee, referred to above.

I take it to be clear, that by the law and practice of England, the under-
writers are entitled to receive from the assured all such premiums as the broker
had not actually received at the time when he became bankrupt; and that it
makes no difference whether the broker do or do not receive a premium for
guaranteeing the premium to the underwriters. The premiums in the hands
of the insured unpaid are the property of the underwriters, and can only be
sued for in the names of the underwriters; neither the bankrupt nor his as.
signee could sue for them, and consequently they form no part of the bank.
rapt's estate to be distributed amongst his creditors. His guaranteeing them
may give the underwriter an additional security, but does not deprive him of
the remedy the law gives him against the insurer, who has not paid over the
money to the bankrupts. I do not know of any determination reported in any
printed collection, directly in point with the present case. The principle will
be found in a series of cases in Cooke's Bankrupt Law, p. 414. The case of
Robson v. Wilson was argued before the Court of King's Bench in May 1798,
by Mr. Chambre and myself. Mr. Chambre argued that case on the footing
of partnership, and I followed the same line of argument in my answer; but
the Court decided in favour of the plaintiff, upon the principle above stated,
viz. That as the premiums had not been paid over by the defendant to the
brokers, who had become bankrupt, the plaintiff, the underwriter, was not
bound to come in as a creditor under the commission of the bankrupt, but was
entitled to recover the whole of the premiums against the defendant. This
case is not reported; but Mr. Meggison, who was the defendant's attorney,
has a note of the judgment of the Court, which I have seen.
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